Sibel Edmonds, Founder & Editor-in-Chief

Sibel Edmonds is editor and publisher of BFP Report, founder and president of the
National Security Whistleblowers Coalition (NSWBC), and author of the acclaimed
books Classified Woman: The Sibel Edmonds Story, and The Lone Gladio, a political
spy thriller. She is the recipient of the 2006 PEN/Newman’s Own First Amendment
Award. Ms. Edmonds is a certified linguist, fluent in four languages, and has an M.A. in
public policy from George Mason University and a B.A. in criminal justice and
psychology from George Washington University.

Peter B. Collins, Senior Producer (Newsbud News Desk)

Peter B. Collins is a radio producer and talk show host based in San Francisco. For
over three decades, he has produced and hosted talk programs on major stations and
for satellite radio and national syndication. Mr. Collins also owns and operates Collins
Media Services offering consulting services and development of radio programs.

Bill Conroy, Senior Editor & Investigative Journalist (Newsbud National
Coverage)

Investigative Journalist Bill Conroy is unquestionably one of the most original, accurate,
and important journalists on the trail of the U.S.-backed Drug War. His work includes the
ongoing “House of Death” series, which revealed widespread corruption and criminal
activity perpetrated by U.S. agents. His journalism has changed the way the media
reports the Drug War. Bill has decades of investigative-reporting experience covering a
variety of issues for numerous print and online publications, The Daily Beast, the
national Business Journal chain, and alternative newsweeklies in Milwaukee, St. Louis,
and San Antonio.

Pepe Escobar, Senior Correspondent & Analyst (Newsbud International
Coverage)

Pepe Escobar is an investigative journalist and geopolitical analyst. He is the former
roving journalist and correspondent for the Hong Kong-based Asia Times Online, where
he wrote the column “The Roving Eye,” from 2000 to 2014. Mr. Escobar has been a
foreign correspondent since 1985, and has lived in London, Paris, Milan, Los Angeles,
Washington, and Hong Kong. Even before 9/11, he specialized in covering the arc from
the Middle East to Central and East Asia, with an emphasis on Big Power geopolitics,
energy wars, and the New Great Game in Eurasia/the New Silk Roads. He speaks five
languages and is the author of Globalistan (2007), Red Zone Blues (2007), Obama
Does Globalistan (2009), and Empire of Chaos (2014), all published by Nimble Books.
He currently lives between Paris and Bangkok.

Paul Jamiol, Editorial Cartoonist

Paul Jamiol has been cartooning and illustrating for 40-plus years. He has been
recognized for his work nationally and internationally. His cartoons and illustrations have
been featured in numerous newspapers and on the Internet and have won multiple
awards from state, regional, and national press associations.

Professor Filip Kovacevic, Senior Analyst (The Balkans & Russia)

Filip Kovacevic is a Montenegrin geopolitical author, university professor, and the
chairman of the Movement for Neutrality of Montenegro. He received his B.A. and Ph.D.
in political science in the U.S. and was a visiting professor at St. Petersburg State
University in Russia for two years. Dr. Kovacevic is fluent in several languages and is
the author of seven books and dozens of academic articles. He currently resides in San
Francisco and teaches at the University of San Francisco.

Guillermo Jimenez, Senior Producer & Author (Newsbud Podcast & Editorials)

Guillermo Jimenez is a writer and podcast producer based in Austin, Texas, with years
of experience working as an editor, translator, and columnist at various publications. A
fluent Spanish speaker, Guillermo's work has focused primarily on issues dealing with
Latin America, the erosion of civil liberties in the United States, the national security
state, the drug war, and immigration. He received his bachelor's degree in Psychology
from the University of Texas at Austin, with a concentration in psycholinguistics. As the
host of “Traces of Reality,” “Demanufacturing Consent,” and the “RadioWHO” podcast,
Guillermo has conducted over 200 interviews with prominent writers, activists, authors,
and artists from around the world.

Pearse Redmond, Producer & Columnist

Pearse Redmond is an independent researcher and podcast producer who hails from
New York City. He is the host of “Porkins Policy Radio.” His podcasts address a variety
of topics and frequently focus on the geopolitics of Central Asia and the Caucasus
region, and the complex relationship between the entertainment industry and the
national security state. Pearse holds a B.A. in Political Science (with a concentration in
the Middle East and South Asia) from Purchase College.

Tom Secker (Newsbud Book & Film Reviews)

Tom Secker is a researcher, writer and producer based in North Yorkshire who
specializes in the intelligence agencies. He wrote and produced a pair of feature-length
documentaries examining the 7/7 London bombings, which is both an original
investigation and a sociological analysis of the theories around the attacks. Since then
he has been running the site spyculture.com where he documents the state's
relationship with pop culture, often publishing unique source files obtained via archives
and FOIA requests. He hosts the podcast “ClandesTime” and co-produces and co-hosts
the series “The CIA and Hollywood.”

Christoph Germann, Senior Analyst (Central Asia & Caucasus)

Christoph Germann, based in Germany, is an independent analyst and researcher
majoring in political science. His analyses and work focus on the “New Great Game” in
Central Asia and the Caucasus region. Mr. Germann’s articles are regularly published at
Russia Insider Magazine and BFP Report. He also runs the blog The New Great Game.

Spiro Skouras, Senior Producer (Newsbud News Desk)

Spiro Skouras is an independent producer and analyst and a co-host on Real Talk Live.
He runs a popular YouTube channel with video productions on a variety of topics
ranging from civil liberties and environmental issues to media censorship and
geopolitics. Mr. Skouras is based in the U.S. Pacific Northwest and travels frequently as
a roving cameraman with a keen eye for real stories.

Katie Aguilera, Senior Columnist & Researcher

Katie Aguilera is an independent researcher, author, and activist who resides in Bend,
Oregon. She studied Outdoor Recreation Leadership and spent many years working in
the field of wilderness therapy and as a river guide. She writes at the blog Seeking
Redress.

Christian Sorensen, Senior Researcher & Analyst (Newsbud MIC Reports)
Christian Sorensen is an independent writer and Arabic translator. He served in the U.S.
Air Force during 2007-2011. Mr. Sorensen holds advanced degrees in Translation
Studies and International Relations. His research focuses on U.S. weapon procurement
and war profiteering.

